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Abstract
This practice led research project considers the artist’s body as a site of exegetical praxis.
This project has explored the artist mental health trajectory which began with childhood
abuse experiences. Developmental Trauma symptoms progressed into early adulthood
paranoid schizophrenia, distrust of connections, dissociative habits and dependence
derailed life’s quality.
Building a Brain led to self-regulated introspection with support from therapists including
psychologists, psychiatrist, trauma yoga, equine therapy and singing teachers. The brain led
to the body, Body Bonding, led to emotions and perceptive feelings. Artist works created
during this self-focused ten month involved the artist videoing herself in bed, searching
family photographs for re-use in collage works, literary research/writing, researching
professions like psychiatry, peer work and practices like lobotomy and Insulin Treatments.
Researching professinals such as Bessel van der Kolk, Stephen Porges, Norman Doidge,
Antonio Damasio and Dan Siegel informed the artist’s recovery journey. Nuroscience opens
many doors, if we are open to the opening. The artist’s introspection and Body Bonding led
to self-connectedness, self-awareness and self-knowing. Conditions such as indigestion,
irritable bowel, and pain management became manageable or non-existent. Neuroscience
will challenge the way we think about health and healing.
This artist practice has focused on video, photographic collage, literary expression and
sound art through this year of covid-19 and Honours Research Project development.
Temporality, literary reference, immersion and emotion are recurring elements of this artist
works. Building a Brain has maintained the artist in close connection with her own personal
journey and her emotional memories, experiences and thoughts about growing up, about
family and about extended family and friends. Subjects of this artists work tend to reflect
her lived experience since birth, through psychosis and through peer support work. Artistic
works engage with Louise Glück, winner of 2020 Nobel Prize in Literature’s contention that,
'We look at the world once in childhood. The rest is memory'.
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Research questions
How can an artistic practice engage with the interdependent brain, mind and
body’s trauma, stress and anxiety responses in a temporal exploration?
How can creative expressions video, digital collage and sound art explore
neuroscience, physiology, behavioral science, epigenetics and philosophy as
elements of therapeutic changemaking?
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Ontology and ontological are used throughout this document to describe a search for meaning related to the
process of becoming.
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Introduction
Since Freud psychiatry has been trying to prove a link between mental health
and genetics. Contemporary science has disproved this and neuroscience
opens the door to permanent recovery. Entrenched hopelessness and despair
related to mental state differences led to generations of incarceration,
experimentation and forced treatments. Epigenetic fear, both of falling victim
to mental distress and of the treatments, incarceration, loss of autonomy
imposed by powerful medical authorities feeds community stigma and
discrimination.
Incongruence is a significantly disabling symptom of trauma and resultant
mental health challenge, this artist is labelled/diagnosed with Developmental
Trauma and Paranoid Schizophrenia. Emotionally challenging talking therapy
has taught her that the unconscious becomes conscious, if you listen. This
exegesis takes this artist’s self-reflection one step further through examination
of her intuition, in the context of why and how she expresses her ontological
search through her creative practice. Congruously this artist project partly
serves a therapeutic function.
NDIS funded sensory therapies, trauma yoga, equine therapy, pet therapy,
creative therapies (including artmaking) have worked to shift the focus of this
artists’ research intentions. Emotions are felt in the body, perceived as feelings
in the mind. Shifts in this artist’s awareness of emotional and feeling lived
experience over the second semester practice led research manifested in
greater trust in her capacity to sense safety, (Porges calls this neuroception)
her connections and herself as a capable life-practitioner.
Confidence in self-knowing led the research in a more positive and
constructive direction. Rather than a focus on destructive psychiatry and
medical practices she chose to further investigate opportunities arising. That
human beings are capable of healing emotionally charged conditions such as
irritable bowel, fibromyalgia and auto-immune diseases is life-changing for
those with minds sufficiently open to investigate the opportunity.
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Methodology
This practice led research project aimed to Build a Brain. My body became the
site of exegetical praxis. Research methods, self-reflexive temporal attentions,
psychological and sensory therapies and literary research have informed this
project. Although never finished, results evidence my own improved mental
health awareness and recovery. Opportunity to support others suffering
similar challenges is manifest.
Norman Doidge’s book The Brain That Changes Itself highlights international
projects utilising neuroscientific research practises, for instance, remedying
effects of stroke and dementia. Dr Stephen Porges developed the Polyvagal
Theory proposing that human brains have evolved from basic animal
fight/flight/freeze origins to prioritise social connections (Sunshaw, 2019).
This artists creative works began like a ‘school project’, with drawings of left
and right brain hemispheres, lobes, nerves, functional and performative
regions. Artist Agnes Martin’s experience of mother abuse connected and I
articulated her lived experience as a painter, adventurer and connector into a
series of neuroplastic Brain Maps. Martin said her mother used silence as a
weapon against her, my own mother was critical, unsupportive of my ideas,
creativity or initiative. This practice led research project has supported
personal transformative growth, a developing self, authenticity and
enlightenment. Artworks exploring this growth include How Did Alice Escape
The Rabbit Hole? a series of video/sound art works composed of photographic
images and an overlaid monologue between the artist and Alice. The series
explores the artists family relationships and early home life.
Neuroscience is sweeping the world, Professor Antonio Damasio a
Portuguese/American neuroscientist uses Porges work as the basis of his
conversation in an interview titled ‘Feeling our Emotions’ in Scientific American
Mind. Damasio says, ‘Emotional disorders form the core of most psychological
illnesses—a good example of this is depression (Lenzen, 2005, Para 18). This is
an incredible revelation, challenging psychiatry’s heavy dependence on
sedating medications, Electroconvulsive Shock Treatments, isolation and
shackling, punitive clinical practices. Neuroscience has changed the way we
(those open to change) think about thinking about ourselves. Neuroscience
offers hope for all afflictions beginning with a person’s own agency.
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This artist artworks A Diabolical History: Omnipotent Psychiatry and Have You
Ever Been to a Cock Fight? are temporal, drawing upon history and classic
literature, they are combative, political and activist video and photographic
collage works completed in first semester. Trapped & Tangled a second
semester black and white collage series shows gentle self-driven achievements
in the forms of personal growth, developmental change and self-acceptance.
Perhaps the most relevant work, The Girl who Grew a Rainbow Coat, remains
unfinished because the artist placed the girl at the racetrack. The awareness
that the racing industry is unethical and cruel, a sentiment this artist agrees
with, put a stop to the creation of this work, for the time being. The future of
the work will take the girl on a journey round Victoria, with her horse, and as
she connects, forming relationships and acknowledging her emotions her coat
gains in colour and diversity.
A significant fear that people challenged by mental health issues face is stigma.
Difference empowers stigma and self-stigma. Untreated mental challenge may
manifest as odd and testing behaviour. My artworks investigates Porges notion
that social connection is humanity’s essential functioning mode. Personal
connection includes family, local community and social systems such as
university, employment. 1950s Scientifically Endorsed Parental Advice Video:
Rhesus Monkeys Show the Way, is a video exploring the impact on my baby
body and mind of months enduring three-hour feeds, with no touching
between, but unable to move due to heavy swaddled. My capacity to connect
was non-existent, although family provided essential direction, thereby, my
behaviour never became a social issue. Art is therapeutic for instance my
attitude to my abusers has shifted since making this video. Self-expression
through art supports introspection, self-reflection and self-knowing.
People living with difference, says Professor Paul Carter (Carter, 2020, lecture)
can thrive and flourish in those intersections between the margins. My
artworks have explored and advocated for life on the margin, at the
intersections of feminism, disability, low-income. This practice led research
project is evidence that it’s possible to thrive as Carter advocates.
In conclusion, this project to Build A Brain has validated my lived experience
through engagement with arts communities, but also through my own artistic
challenge and personal introspective exploration. I have built a mentally
healthy body/mind/soul. Literary research and lived experience research
undertaken during this project have led to the conclusion that mental
health/emotional distress can be effectively managed. People experiencing
7

symptoms such as stress, loss and grief can self-care with early application of
quality mental health training. Those abused by targeting human beings should
obtain quality trauma focussed sensory therapies from qualified professionals
as early as possible.
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Chapter One: Forced Psychiatric Treatments versus
Somatic Engagement
Overview
Beginning with drawings of the brain, this artist created Brain-Map image
of artist Agnes Martin, based on Porges’ Polyvagal theory. This picture
shows Martin’s vagus nervous system divided into the Sympathetic
functions, irritability, agitation, fight/flight, increased heart rate, while the
Parasympathetic side is characterised by lower heart rate, cooling of the
system, trauma can lead to dissociation, freezing. Pushed to one mode or
the other, as Martin was in church one day when Handel’s Messiah moved
her to catatonia, it’s difficult to return to ventral vagal balance. Sensory
connection experiences touching the heart are effective. Porges shows that
the body’s advanced physiology, whereby facial muscles connect to the
heart, prevails over historic fight/flight behaviours. (Sunshaw, 2019)
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Figure 1 Jenny Hickinbotham, Polyvagal System and discussion of artist Agnes Martin
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Porges invented the word neuroception, referring to the body’s ability to sense
and respond, before thought, to threatening experiences. People like this artist
with long trauma histories have neuroplastically learned unhelpful responses
which cast the body and mind into a cycle of trauma and re-traumatisation.
Neuroplasticity is the capacity of a human brain-map to change through
repetition. Neuroplastic change may illicit helpful behaviours for instance
delayed onset of Alzherimers or behaviours which hinder the body, as
evidenced in my video, Connection: Looping Voices.
This artist has spent years engaging with psychiatry’s psychoanalytic talking
therapy while also taking psychotropic medications. Psychotropic drugs are
considered essential to dull the re-traumatised pain and emotional distress.
Talking therapy sometimes replicate and reinforce a person’s trauma-imposed
weaknesses in comparison to somatic trauma therapy which builds on
strengths. However, psychiatry’s omnipotence is a force to be reckoned with
and enacting choice is fraught with punitive and controlling resistance.
Sarah Sze, painter, sculptor and video artist says in her Ted Talk that we make
art in search of meaning. This practice led research project is framed by years
of reading authors such as neuroscientist Norman Doidge, philosopher Marcus
Gabriel, physiologist and behavioural scientist Dr Stephen Porges. Bessel van
der Kolk established the Trauma Centre in Boston, he says our world is
enduring an epidemic of trauma, and Peter Levine investigates memory and
epigenetics, considering the impact of social, environmental and genetic
triggers.
Creative practice and years of investigation and engagement with artist such as
Henry Darga and his cohort in The Museum of Everything at MONA 2018,
Indigenous artists in the NGV Federation Square collection, video artist
recording their personal lives, as well as collage creators such as Zoe Croggon
have nurtured this artist’s neuroplastic development leading to superior
mental functioning and open creativity.

The Theory Behind the Soma
Porges’ work with polyvagal nervous system suggests that people are not to
‘blame’ for their different mental states or trauma behaviours since trauma
responses and/or re-triggering occur innately in the body/mind. Somatic
therapy shows the body another way, slowed breathing, less agitation, …
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This artist’s experience attests to the fact that society empowers ‘normality’
and society empowers psychiatry to enforce ‘normality’. Language is used as a
weapon in this struggle normalising and neutralizing words like ‘treatment’
which liberate psychiatrists from legal claims. Treatments include abusive
restraint, isolation, forced disabling sedation and forced hospitalization. A
conundrum exists in the healing and cathartic power of telling one’s story,
historically through psychoanalysis. Such enlightenment supports selfawareness and authenticity. The single most significant tool to recovery this
artist has learned is to self-advocate finding your own path. No-one can
recover for you, no two paths lead to equivalent recovery.
History’s practise of shunning, ostracising and eliminating people with
mental health issues has entrenched a practise of blame, guilt and shame.
Self-blame and self-stigma are extremely debilitating learned practises
which lead to self-abuse in the form of health issues such as autoimmune
diseases, chronic fatigue and others. It’s common knowledge, but generally
down-played by mental health professionals and media, that people living with
mental health challenges regularly die up to 25 years before the general
population. In 2019 a series of posters this artist created addressed this issue.
One of these posters used Egon Shield’s painting Death and the Maiden as a
back drop to the words: ‘Mental Health sufferers die up to 25 years before
the general population’. Another version showed a big red heart full of the
phrase, but written in 25 different languages.

Through Ontology to Creative Endeavours – Exploring
Others
Chantal Ackerman’s videos challenge notions of female domestic spaces and
home duties, Ackerman explores the significance of relationships and how they
sustain people through connection. Henry Darga’s paintings/collages of his
Vivian Girls, his mental health challenges which involved various
hospitalisations and his isolationist life-style led his biographer to label him a
madman and a paedophile. Art may challenge and divide audiences as my
supervisor commented of my creative production.
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Figure 2 Henry Darga Vivienne Girls, Museum of Everything 11 June 2017 – 2 April
2018, MONA. Photograph by Jenny Hickinbotham. Vivian girls, fantastical children from
Darga's imagination, some have penises and horns. Darga was abused and traumatised
at an Asylum for Feeble Minded children.

Destiny Deacon is an Indigenous artist tackling Australian national identity,
racism, colonial violence, Aboriginal deaths in custody and poverty. Destiny
says every picture brings a tear and a laugh. Deacon and Darga have used
similar visual impact to challenge the power of the gaze. Although in both
artist’s images the protagonists still have eyes and gaze out at viewers,
authentic in their personal and political power.
Deakin like Ackerman and Darga make conceptual art encouraging people to
engage. Neuroscientist Daniel Levitin, Professor of neuroscience at McGill
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University, says, ‘Art should make you feel something, change you, if it doesn’t
then it’s failed you’ (2017).

Figure 3 Destiny Deacon, Protecting paradise 2001,
LightJet print from Polaroid original. Buxton Gallery
Photograph Jenny Hickinbotham,.

Chris Maker’s film La Jetté is about time: essentially an animation, created
from a series of photographs, about a man who mind time travels back to view
his own death. This work is reflective of my video Have You Ever Been to a Cock
Fight? where past childhood time constantly flashes into present adult time.
Emma Sunshaw explains, ‘nightmares are disturbing well into the next day.
This is why flashbacks interfere with our functioning. This is why it is so
hard to remember that now time is safe, and that memory time really is in
the past’. The video pushes back at stigma, discrimination and powerful
medical practitioners. It begins with an innocuous five minutes of silence, the
artist intends viewers to listen carefully, can you hear the character’s interior
dialogue, she’s convinced you can. Reviewers commented ‘hard but
beautiful’.
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Through Soma & Neuroplastic Change to Creative
Endeavours –
This Artist’s Ontological Search
During undergraduate studies this artist made I’ll be Dead Before my Teeth go
Green a film animation using photographs. Temporal exploration using the doll
is reflective of Deakin’s work, the character moves through temporal
experience, but the doll’s image doesn’t change. The greening un-brushed
teeth a consequence shared by many traumatised adults, suicidal ideation, an
imaginary funeral offering the doll-character a chance to grieve and imagine
the reaction of distanced acquaintances. Usurping expectation the doll gets up
from her funeral bed and walks away to another reality/time.

Figure 4 Jenny Hickinbotham, 2017, I’ll Be
Dead Before My Teeth Go Green

Vernon Ah Kee’s If I was white, ‘turns the tables on his audience and
switches the subjective position between viewer and viewed, makes the
coloniser feel colonised’. (Nat Gallery Vic 2003) This artist plans to research
people living with mental health challenges, asking their experience with
the word ‘treatment’. Have you experienced ‘Forced’ treatments? What
was their impact? Have you practised compliant ‘treatments’, for instance
taken psychotropic medication. How does that impact your life-experience?
15

This artist’s word-works aim to shock viewers from their TV’s control and
manipulation into community action for a better experience in the world.

Figure 5 Vernon Ah Kee Kuku Yalanji/Waanyi/Koko Berrin/Yidindji/Gugu Yimithirr
born 1967, If I was white, 2002, inkjet print on polystyrene board on polyvinyl
chloride, ed. 1/5
16

Labels, Defiance was researched over Facebook during undergraduate
studies. The lists are powerful indicators of stigma in action and the
resilience people require to endure. Ah Kee says, difference often creates
powerless people, ostracised on the margins of society. RMIT’s Professor
Paul Carter, came to Australia as a refugee and argues that one can thrive
and flourish at the margins of intersection. This is a hopeful notion, yet
indigenous people experience epigenetic discrimination and systemic
Government policy abuse, I think their experience is more than Carter’s.
Second semester this practise led research project intends to expand in two
directions; firstly, in the direction of gathering responses from others with
lived experience, and secondly through an investigation of the structures of
power. Thus, this project has the potential to move beyond a personal story to
an exploration of these issues in a broader societal context.
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Figure 6 Labels, Defiance, 2018, Jenny Hickinbotham
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Chapter Two:
Changing Epigenetics and Fear Response Through Sense
This exegesis will consider this artist as a site of praxis, temporal and
ontological experiences will be shown to direct creative expressions in the
forms of video, digital collage, and word-based containments. Major themes
explored in the creative works include 1. Trauma treatments past to present, 2.
Impacts of stigma, discrimination and difference. 3. Social Connection &
Mothers. Framing these themes is an investigation of the influence of the
artist’s vagal nervous system on her ontological journey and her practise led
research.

Work This Artist has made in Connection with the Themes
1. Trauma treatments past to present. Epigenetics infused with historic
violence triggers fear of incarceration and forced treatments, fear feeds
mental distress. Psychoanalytic talking therapies force people to recall painful,
shameful and guilt-laden experiences, yet they can be cathartic. Trauma
therapies engage soothing sensory balancing of the Polyvagal nervous system.
My practise led research engages with impacts of historical psychiatric
treatments in videos such as Have You Ever Been to a Cock Fight? also A
Diabolical History: Omnipotent Psychiatry and Ask What Happened to Me.
Trauma practitioners and Peer Workforce believe 100% in recovery.
Psychiatrists still tell suffering people they will never work again or they should
never have children.
2. Impacts, stigma, discrimination and difference. “Intersectionality” describes
the intersection of various forms of disadvantage – gender, sexuality, race,
class etc. Experience of trauma can intersect with race, class, gender, sexuality
to form a complex range of ways people can be robbed of agency and visibility.
This artist will use the theoretical framework of Intersectionality to
comprehend the ways diverse forms of disadvantage, marginalization and
invisibility can impact a person’s experience of, and ability to navigate, the
mental health system. This is another way the artist will emerge from her
ontology to begin to make works that have a universal relevance.
A recent work engaging this theme is Traumatised Eyes, a collection of
graffitied appropriated pictures, showing how a trauma lens impacts daily
experience. The collection includes works by John Bracks, Destiny Deakin, Lisa
Taup, Fred Williams, Frederick McCubbin, Henry Darga, Jim Henson, Godwin
19

Bradbear, Ronnie van Hoot, Papetriou, Brett Whitely, an intersection of power,
gender, race, class, as well as established emerging and outsider artists. The
collection moves through themes of landscape; child’s experience, adult
experience, identity, love and compassion, mothers and finally decay
suggesting plastic existence and thereby disposable body. This artist’s
perspective Is at the centre of each of these appropriated and graffitied
images. Imposed is a photograph of herself as a little girl, or as a teenager
sitting atop Mount Nameless, or I am there observing the oberserver of the girl
Lost. Every person has a personal perspective, when enjoying a beer or viewing
a painting.
3. Social Connection Relationships & Mothers. This artist’s ontological
journey has introduced Porges notion of incongruity in mind and body, a
personal struggle playing out through connections and relationships. This
artist’s videos addressing connection include: Connecting and Creating after
Trauma, then a series called, Connection: Sinnerman, Connection: Looping
Voices and Connection: a Conversation, all these works were created in
2019 as an undergraduate student at RMIT. These productions show praxis
at work, the practise led process is a journey of self-discovery and
enlightenment, these works are hard to make, lots of down time in bed,
however, the artist’s sense of satisfaction and achievement is cathartic.
A recent video, Home with Mother and You, follows the style of Chantal
Ackerman’s No Home Movie investigating Chantelle’s strong bond with her
mother. My video explores and details a difficult relationship with mother
which plays out in internal dialogue between mother and daughter and the
psychiatrist’s voice as ‘you’. Again, this work is a temporal experience, shifting
through times, as well as place. These shifts are grounded in the senses of the
body and mind, mother and daughter, therapist-in-mind, expectations,
potential rites of passage, disappointments, denials, entrenched self-abuses
each distress supported by the mother tongue, both inside and outside
daughter’s head.

Contextualising This Artist’s Practice
Louise Bourgeois’ huge sculpture Maman, engages her major theme, her
relationship with mother. Developmental Trauma results from emotional
challenges experienced in childhood. Michael May’s Louise Bourgeoise
Obituary claims:
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She was born in Paris on Christmas day, but, as a girl, was not the giftwrapped child her father, Louis Bourgeois, had hoped for. Eventually, and
despite the addition of a son to the family, he came to adore her for her
talent and spirit, but she repaid him with hate for his explosive temper
and his domination of the household, and for teasing her in front of the
others – humiliating her as she saw it. She also despised him for serially
betraying her long-suffering mother, Joséphine. (Para 3)
Michael May’s language acts to protect male perspective, ‘she repaid him with
hate’ and ‘as she saw it’, undermining Louise’s sense of reality, it’s demeaning
and patriarchal.
Louise found art an expression for her emotional challenges, ‘purging fear by
aggression; which, she added, was confined to her art’ (Para 7). This defensive
statement highlights community fears of mental health, Bourgeoise felt it
necessary to declare her non-violent intentions. Art making, a multi-faceted
sensory exploration of self, evidences Porges somatic claim.

Figure 7 Louise Bourgeoise, Maman, Bronze, 1999. Artsper Magasine ND
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Expansion on the Integration of Theory and Practice in This
Artist’s Works
Ackerman was devastated after her mother’s death and she took her own life.
Two psychiatrists have told this artist that her mother is the primary voice
inside her head. Porges Shame Theory declares, ‘abused children blame
themselves for ‘needing’ the love of their abuser’ (Sunshaw, ND, para123)
Videos At Home with Mother and You, evokes this theme through image and
voice, the domestic kitchen scene resonates mother daughter relationship, my
overlaid dialogue suggests an uneasy relationship, things are not right.
Connection: Sinnerman, Connection: Looping Voices and Connection: a
conversation are a triology of videos focussed on the experience of hearing
voices and as mentioned the voice this artist hears was always that of her
mother. Inner voices can be helpful and supportive, however, as these videos
show my voice hearing experience is diverse and complex. Sometimes the
mother voice is abusive, accusatory and cruel, sometimes she’s like the person
in the other room, a conversation. Sometimes the effect of the inner voice
hearing is to create a looping voice experience, extremely frustrating and
destructive. For me this looping voice can be accusatory, blaming and shaming
all of which undermine agency and the capacity to self-reflect. Voice hearing
keeps the hearer focussed on their mental experience, when in fact being in
the body is healing and sensory.
In a recent legal challenge lawyer Jim Gottstein forced Eli Lilly Big Pharma to
admit their product Olanzipine, caused significant health risks and death. This
artist took Olanzipine for a time, complained of 20 kg weight gain in less than a
month and was told there was no connection. Gottstein … knew that he could
end up going to prison, given Lilly’s power and money, but he said, “thousands
upon thousands of people had already been killed by the drug, and we [he and
Egilman] were hoping to keep that from happening to thousands upon
thousands more.” (Caplan, 2020, para 13). This artist’s ontological search, this
praxis, this practise led research has bought us to the belief that suicide by
people living with mental health terror is potentially required or desired by 21 st
century ‘normalisers’ aiming to eliminate the source of fear engendered by
media, movies, difference and psychiatry. I’ll Be Dead Before My Teeth Go
Green and Connecting and Creating After Trauma as well as Traumatised Eyes
all touch on this alienating and enforced medicalised experience.
The video Inside Out, directed by Pete Docter, and the writing of this exegesis
has inspired an idea. An animation about a girl who goes to the race-track
each Sunday with her bullying father. Initially the girl wears dull and life-less
22

clothing, however, petting horses, engaging with other children, enjoying the
lush grass, flowers and sensory healing experiences help her to experience
soothing sensory relief which leads to neuroplastic change and autonomy. As
she wanders alone the colours of her clothing brighten, grass green for her
jacket, horse chocolate coat for her skirt, her hair brightens, embellishments
appear as lacy pockets and a crystal pendant. Finally, the last weekend before
she goes back to high school her dad barks at her to ‘get in the car, we’re going
home’. The girl replies, “I think I’ll catch the tram today, thanks dad”. On the
tram she meets a soulful acquaintance, possibly a male her father’s age, who is
respectful and dignified. This became The Girl who Grew a Rainbow Coat,
mentioned earlier.
The protagonist in Inside Out, has self-determination a capacity to know
herself, gain agency and to respond to challenges with self-awareness. The
viewer thinks, wow she’s so clever, I could never do that. This artist’s story is
different because 1. Very few children’s stories reveal that some fathers are
abusive and 2. This girl learns to know and accept herself through a series of
somatic engagements every child can roll in the grass or pat their dog/horse,
these acts do not require special agency.
NB to Assessor: I have been through a distressing and challenging psychotic
experience over the past weeks. Related to my mother’s emotionally distress.
Due to this experience playing out in my head, particularly during the night
times, my writing and capacity to focus on analytical arguments has been
affected. I have found it very difficult to get the personal story out of the
academic document. It’s not easy to be analytical when you are tired and
distressed. Thanks Jenny
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Chapter Three:
Process
Where to start Building a Brain for my Honours Research Project? I went
shopping, as we do, bought materials, model heads, mouldable clays,
plasticine. I couldn’t figure out what went where inside those heads or how to
decapitate the heads or even if I should do such a thing. I started drawing
heads, skulls, hemispheres, lobes, nerves, grey and white matter. I copied one
of my drawings to photoshop and created some images of left and right
hemispheres, adding stories of what processes happen in different regions of
the brain. My supervisor thought these works were reminiscent of a school
project. However, I presented them as part of my first semester work and they
were well received, in particular the last digital collage work showing the
Polyvagal Nervous System flowing up and down the torso, you can see this
picture on page 10 of this exegesis.

Figure 8 Hickinbotham, Jennifer: 2020, Agnes Martin Brain Maps

Trial presentation was looming. Make a video the supervisor suggested. The
video I made reflected where I was in my reading and research as well as my
own mental health recovery journey. It draws upon my exegetical application
of my body as my site of praxis.
Sad and angry I got into bed one afternoon with the video running on its
tripod. I videoed myself lying in bed, my dogs playing and connecting, in
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contrast to my isolation. I drew on my journal, historic literary studies, (my
rocks of context), and my imagination to create a sound track. It started with a
few minutes of silence, then a confronting commentary on what it feels like to
be violated as a child. More silence before a reflection on the re-traumatising
effects of medical ‘treatments’.
This video Have You Ever Been To A Cock Fight? draws heavily upon the works
of Chantalle Ackerman’s No Home Movie, an exposé of her relationship with
her mother. Sadie Benning whose work explored her own body and teenage
self-discovery. Quoting myself from page 14, Have You Ever Been To A Cock
Fight? ‘begins with an innocuous five minutes of silence, the artist intends
viewers to listen carefully, can you hear the character’s interior dialogue, she’s
convinced you can’. Pipilotti Rist’s exhibition in Sydney, Sip my Ocean,
immersive works where viewers lay in a bed and watched images narrating
stories on the ceiling. I apply these artists’ use of silence, pace and
temporarily, artist/pets/friends as characters, personal narrative and
domestic/familiar spaces.
My friend and colleague was being retained in a psychiatric hospital ward.
Finally released she was forced through a community treatment order to take
strong doses of psychotropic drugs. She was trying to be a mother, coping with
lockdown and home schooling, all while heavily sedated. I felt intense anger
and frustration, not just for this friend, but for my uncle who had endured
much punishment and abuse at the hands of psychiatry. I was so angry, the
voice I generally hear was really annoying, I was engaging more and more with
that voice, my mood and distress reflected in my art, I created a book.
Technically it’s a children’s book because it has 32 pages, 10 x 8 inches, onepage text opposite an image page (thereby including my art). The title is A
Diabolical History: Omnipotent Psychiatry, I directed all my frustration, anger,
retribution into that creative work. As the intensity of two focussed weeks
concluded I realised my psychiatrist’s voice, which yabbered at me every night,
had not been talking to me, but to my mother, through me. I felt released,
however, as assessment drew closer my psychosis intensified. Second
semester assessment has been handled with better awareness and sense of
wellbeing, psychotic experiences are minimal.
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Figure 9 Jenny Hickinbotham, A Diabolical History: Omnipotent Psychiatry, Page 15/16
Social Determinants of Health

After a week relaxing at Johanna
River Farm I regained mental
equilibrium. Second Semester I got
down to making an animated video
about the Polyvagal Theory. In
Ventral Vagal Mode (balance or
safety) I wrote and sang a song for
the narrative component. My
digital animated body shifts from
Ventral or default mode to
Sympathetic and then
Parasympathetic modes.
Animation shows the body’s heart
pump and inflate, the lungs join in,
the body sweats, these are the
Sympathetic symptoms. Below the
diaphragm the Parasympathic
symptoms develop, stomach
inflating and deflating representing Figure 10 Hickinbotham, Jennifer: 2020, Still from
my indigestion, the spleen also
Polyvagal Body Song Video
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inflates and deflates, as does the bowel, representing the autonomic system.
(Polyvagal Body Song was submitted as part of my Trial Presentation, you can
see it on my website jennyhickinbotham.com at Tab: 2nd semester and Trial
Presentation)
Creating this artwork, encouraged my self-reflection, watching how my
emotions impacted my Polyvagal Nervous system, despite the fact that I could
never know for sure what was triggering my irritable bowel for instance, I
became more aware of the emotions playing out in my body. Monitoring my
body supported neuroplastic change and growth in the form of neuroception.
(Sunshaw, 2019)
Marina Abrimova in her exhibition, The Artist is Present, engages her whole
body as her site of artmaking: ‘After sitting in the gallery at MOMA for 700
hours looking back at those who chose to sit in the seat opposite her at the
table, she reports, ‘I gazed into the eyes of many people who were carrying
such pain inside that I could immediately see it and feel it’ (O’Hagan, 2010,
Para 10). Abramovic, says, ‘a powerful performance will transform everyone in
the room’ not just herself. (O’Hagan, Para. 4) Successful art makes people feel
something. Recently writing my Masters by Research proposal I came across
Antonio Damasio Portuguese-American Neuroscience who told Scientific
American MIND that:
for neuroscience, emotions are more or less the complex reactions the
body has to certain stimuli. When we are afraid of something, our hearts
begin to race, our mouths become dry, our skin turns pale and our
muscles contract [Polyvagal Theory]. This emotional reaction occurs
automatically and unconsciously. Feelings occur after we become aware
in our brain of such physical changes; only then do we experience the
feeling of fear. (Lenzen, 2005, para 5)
Referring back to my learned introspective ability to watch my body’s
responses to emotional triggers in the forms of indigestion and irritable bowel
syndrome, for instance, indicates the potential self-healing power of
neuroplasitc change. There are many other ‘illnesses’ implicated in Norman
Doidge book, The Brain that Changes Itself, including Alzymers, auto-immune
diseases, chronic fatigue syndrom and fibromyalgia. (2010)
Bessel van der Kolk’s book, The Body Keeps the Score explains how our bodies
hold memories of traumatic pain. As mentioned in Methodology, Professor
Damasio explains that trauma is not a ‘mental illness’, trauma is grounded in
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emotional body distress. Sensory trauma therapies support healing. My
therapist recommended trauma yoga, I did equine therapy, singing lessons and
Butoh Japanese dance aimed at accessing the inner self. Breathing techniques
impact body senses and wellbeing. Practicing introspection, I noticed
emotional and sensory changes in myself.
Figure 11 Hickinbotham Jennifer: 2020 Jacky Redgate HOLD ON #9 2012-20 pigment ink
on fabric courtesy of the artist and ARC One Gallery, Melbourne.

During the Semester break I travelled via Geelong to Johanna River Farm. Jacky
Redgate’s exhibition HOLD ON at Geelong Gallery grabbed me on many fronts.
It draws from a book my Granny gave me The Lonely Doll, and Granny gave me
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the doll while Grandpa made me a doll’s bed. Edith, the dolls goes, like
Sleeping Beauty to stay with the family of bears. This book resonates with my
own story, when my parents went overseas and I was six I was left with the
local bank manager, his wife and adopted daughter Lisa. Important to Redgate
was the photographer Dare Wrights, HOLD ON is a series of twelve
photographs. Redgate used photography and mirroring to set dolls and teddy
bears up in domestic scenes reminiscent of those in The Lonely Doll. The
mystery of Edith’s previous life, where had she come from, where would she
go, was consolation to me as my own journey was real only in my memory and
that of my uncle and potentially some of his family.
Granny came back to me, I saw her rocking on the front veranda, watching as
we grandkids hurtled down the path in Grandpa’s go-karts. Granny and I
collected chicken eggs, stroked the white horse and checked out Grandpa’s
vegetable garden. I wrote a short two-minute story for 774 ABC Radio Friday
Review and performatively read it for publication. Another turning point in my
body’s recovery journey. When regional lockdown ended I travelled to
Alexandra and stayed for a week exploring the town and the memories. As my
psychologist advised, my memories were not just personal, I experienced
bodily emotions and feelings related to brothers, cousins, aunties, this is
connection. Networked connective experiences like this are illusive, invisible
and immeasurable they make me think of Deleuzes’ theory of connection as
rhizome networks, whereby, each person is represented by a nodule and
connected via root growth. Roots and rhizomes grow underground, there is no
direction, no beginning and no end, nothing is seen, yet we feel and sense
these connections in our bodies. (2015)
I initiated a collaborative artwork with Sue and Fiona. Evidence my capacity to
connect had improved, my awareness of this is called neuroception. I read this
provocative website, Futures Generated by the Assembly and the
Provocation written by Scott Ludlam, titled a love letter to 2020 and
fell in love with the notion of provocations and their potential for
creativity. Fiona felt she was sitting on the fence when it came to deciding if
peer workers are more culturally intelligent than their medically trained
cohort. Fiona, seeing through peer eyes as well as trained nurse gaze, argued
that walking beside someone, rather than within their shoes, is an effective
support strategy. I would suggest that peers work from their emotional
bodily experience, while educated practitioners work f rom intellect
alone. Sue’s provocation went: Contemporary Trauma Therapies are
sensory based; creative expression is one of the most engaging trauma
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therapies available. Sue replied a week later saying she was shocked by this
Provocation, she did not want to be labelled with another diagnosis she said
her art was unrelated to her mental health. After thinking about it she sat
down on the weekend with her pastels and created a painting. Is ‘Trauma’ just
another diagnosis, like schizophrenia? I would argue not; sensory therapies are
unrelated to medical treatments and diagnostic labelling. Healing happened
for me through engaging with sensory therpaies including artmaking.
Neuroception supports me to reflect upon the temporal narrative of my body’s
emotional history.

Photography and video open exploratory doors to body viewing. A great
inspiration is David LaChapelle, The Last Supper from his series Jesus is my
Homeboy 2003. Ballarat Foto Biennale 2017 Artistic Director Fiona Sweet said
LaChapelle's use of celebrities attracted a broad tourist base of photographers,
artist and celebrity watchers to Ballarat. "He uses them [celebrities] to tell
stories about opulence, decay and our culture, so what that does is it allows a
much more diverse audience," she said. Le Chappelle’s photographs are
thought-provoking and emotionally challenging. (Cansdale & King, 2017, para
5) LaChapelle’s diversity renders his works inclusive, they remind me of
Professor Paul Carter’s lecture about thriving at the intersections of life. Living
at the intersection is a common experience for many who experience mental
health challenge due to the social determinants of disadvantage like poverty,
colour, disease, education, discrimination, divorce, homelessness, these are
the people to be seen sitting at LaChapelle’s Table.
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Figure 12 Alex Daniels - Reflex Amsterdam. Last Supper from the series Jesus is my
homeboy 2003 by David Le Chappelle

A series of black and white
Figure 13 Hickinbotham Jennifer, 2020 Trapped & Tangled
photographic collage works called Series, Collage Black and White
Trapped & Tangled showing
myself through the decades in
‘the man’s’ attic. As I grow older
the images become layered. The
face in the attic window ages
and this shows how trauma
stays with us in triggers, dreams,
memories and flashbacks.
Rapunzel’s hair hanging from the
attic window offers a way out
but there’s never a knight in
shining armour when you need
one, I escape with the help of
my therapeutic community.
Helen Delaney writing for Tate
Modern says, ‘The Roaring
Forties: Seven Boards in Seven
Days is one of several
chalkboard series by Tacita Dean that evoke the aesthetic of black and

white cinema… In Dean's work, the ocean can be seen to have prompted
extravagantly romantic, utopian projects while also tragically thwarting
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them’ (2002, para1). The attic in my collage series, reminisces Dean’s
powerful yet subverting seas, they entrap, they give pleasure and they give
pain, even death. Further, Jenny Turner in the Independent explains ‘It is
perhaps - as the title of one of her short films puts it - a "voyage de guerison",
a voyage of healing…’ (1998, para 11).
A Chapter series How DID Alice get out of the Rabbit Hole? concludes my
exploration of artworks related to my narrative and my recovery. The Chapters
explore my sensory world lived through bedroom windows. In this work the
windows become my Traumatised Eyes, as I don’t dare to leave the house. This
work draws on Jessica Bram’s curation of Wonderland at ACMI where
characters are hyper-real. Viewers became hyper-real characters too through
digital photography and visual tricks. Abusive characters of my life appeared as
hyper-real, illusive and shadowy, the truth of their persons, behaviours and
connections have become reality through this year’s ontological search and
temporal immersion. Julie Andrews can be attributed with my mental
recovery, both Mary Poppins and Sound of Music were released in 1965. These
films showed me a Brave New World of unconditional family love and
compassion, of pleasures, of fun and silliness. Liesl’s remained silence when
she saw Hans her romantic option as he and other Nazis searched for her
family in the church, she chose complicity and loyalty to her family. Liesl’s
actions taught me about silence and complicity, this moment formed a
significant turning point in my young life.
Decades later my therapies and self-reflexive investigation, even through this
exegetical project, support awarenesses like Liesl. That I have found artmaking
as a means of exploring and expressing my life is inspirational. I find art making
sublime, the outcomes emotively expressive. Having dissociated habitually
through my life, my body has often been very distant, sensory healing,
including creative art making support self-knowing and intuitive healing.
Without cutting off any heads, metaphorically or otherwise, my practice led
research project to Build a Brain has involved me in a wonderful process of
growth and enlightenment, bodily, sensually and intellectually.
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Chapter Four:
Community of Practice
Introduction
This chapter investigates the uniqueness of my project to Build a Brain as it
flies off via my website into the world environment and its associated
communities of art, culture and ideas. The Brain I have Built during this 10
month of Honours research is composed of my personal fragmentary selves,
past selves, potential future selves, it’s composed of body-bones, organs, flesh,
and of emotions, feelings, chemicals, synapses and neurons. The connecting of
these elements of my body form the community that is myself. The brain
cannot, I have learned, be separated from the body and perceptions.
Figure 14: Dean

captures the green
ray. https://necsusejms.org/the-lastray-of-the-dyingsun-tacita-deanscommitment-toanalogue-media-asdemonstratedthrough-floh-andfilm/

This chapter will investigate my connections as we create and investigate
communities of other beings and environments through our body’s emotions,
senses and perception. Tacita Dean’s work Stillness, filmed in association with
performer Merc Cunningham, is an incredible experience showcasing an
unspoken and untouching connection. Dean could only have made this
authentic work, if her mind and body were manifestly connected with the
actor through their thoughts, gestures and sense. Proximity has nothing to do
with this form of connection, it’s an essence, it’s esoteric. Dean connects with
nature in a similar way, setting up her tripod and camera on a beach in a
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foreign country watching into the horizon for hours and hours to catch on her
film a fleeting moment, a green ray. How incredibly sensually immersive.
Dean reflects the mental agility of Tibetan Buddhist monks, according to Dr
Josipovic, a research scientist and adjunct professor at New York University.
MRI images of meditating monks show they have the capacity to function in
the interior (default) and exterior (environmental) brain modes equally at the
same time. Such ‘oneness or duality’ allows an extremely harmonious
experience. Dr Josipovic and others have found the default brain mode is selfreflexive and is being further studied in relation to mental health, autism and
diseases like Alzheimers. (Danzico, 2011, Para10) Dean functions like a monk,
mentally bridging self and environment, creating a connected community of
oneness.
Connection functions to form us into communities. Deleuzes’ notion of
community connections as a network of rhizomes is significant, communities
resonate with randomised connections without end or beginning. Dr Stephen
Porges suggests through his research of the Vagus Nervous System that
humans now default to a social connection mode rather than a fight/flight
ancient animal brain mode. (Sunshaw, 2019) My research project to Build a
Brain resonates my mind, growing, forming and changing with the aim of
informing my self-knowing, authenticity and thereby my recovery. Trauma and
abuse severed my capacity and desire to socially connect. RMIT fine art
student connection experience has supported healing and connection growth.
During this Honours Research year of study, I have felt closest and gained most
from my supervisor, lecturers, technical supports, student cohort and allied
staff. Truly a community, I have never before felt so safely connected to likeminded people. These are the connections with physicality, reality and gesture
they feed my intellect, they nurture my sensitive emotions, my artistic
expression, they support me to connect with my core self.

Art Related Communities
Daniel Levitin, professor of neuroscience at McGill University in his video, Art,
Music, and the Brain: Benefits of Musical Training which can be viewed on
BrainFacts.com makes the point that music students are never alone, they can
engage with the great masters, place their finger on the keys Chopin played,
feel what Chopin felt, hear what Chopin heard. Levitin says when sharing music
in a concert experience all participants synchronise their listening experience
together, they share the cognitive sensory bonding activity. Synchronistic
experience improves focus, fosters conscientiousness, improves eye contact
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and feelings of connectedness. Synchronicity engages mirror neurons, babies
and parents connect by reflecting each other. Body Bonding is the future.
Outside of my local community I have found connections through many artists
and their works, some very vulnerable. Those who have inspired, motivated
and excited my artistic practise, include:
Henry Darga: abused child, felt unjustly treated by carers, worked as a
janitor for decades, made confronting art in his one room apartment all his
adult life.
Tacita Dean: I am particularly interested in her videos and her subject
choices.
Louise Bourgeoise: her sculptures and conversations about trauma and
mother
Agnes Martin: her paintings and life experience, including a difficult mother
relationship
Tracey Moffat: photography, landscape, self-expression as an indigenous
person, video, potential epigenetic trauma coping
Destiny Deacon: challenging conventions and norms, emotional and visual
politics and unconventional art making
Vernon Ah Kee: language in art and culture, impact of language on identity
and challenge to imposed systems including social, political & environmental
Sadie Benning: a focus on recording her life as a teenager, self-exploration
and growth through art making
Tracey Emin: public and social artworks, visual politics, feminism,
nonconformist, self-expression and discovery
Lygia Clark: in particular her ‘therapies’ and her sensory performative works,
her innovation in regard to inspiring audiences to participate in her artworks
Gillian Wearing: performative artist, language & words, participant
engagement with artist, reflective of Lygia Clark
Chantelle Ackerman: self-exploration through relationship with mother and
video making, tragic suicidal end
Bas Jan Ader: performative artist, risk taker, lost his life to art adventure
Brett Whitely: high profile Australian painter, evocative, imaginative, selfexpressive, took his own life
Relating my art practice
Jenny Hickinbotham: temporal, self-investigative, life-affirming, pedagogic,
seeking enlightenment for all trauma sufferers
My video Have You Ever Been to a Cock Fight? engages experiences of abuse,
and finally of hope and motivation to rise from the bed. This work reflects
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Chantalle Ackerman’s Not a Home Movie, about her relationship with her
mother, whereby she sets the camera up on a tripod and videos them both
sharing food, conversation, spaces. When Ackerman’s mother died soon after
the video was finished Ackerman took her own life (Dargis, 2016). Death is a
recurring theme through my connections. Bas Jan Ader was a performance
artist who often risked his own life and died trying to cross the Atlantic Ocean
to England in a thirteen-foot sail boat (Ader, B. j., 1942-1975). Brett Whitely
took his own life after a celebrated career in the company of wife Wendy and
daughter Arky. My artworks are included in Death in a Box, an online
exhibition put on by Emergency Artists Collective, my works refer to the deaths
of my brother in a light plane accident in 1986 when he was 31 years of age
and my father, who died at home at the age of 88 as my mother and I cared.
You can see the exhibition here: https://eacexhibitions.com/eventsexhibitions/ Twice I have thought my own life untenable, I am lucky to be here.

Figure 15 Hickinbotham Jennifer, 2020: Collage Death Sublime

Interestingly, other artworks in this exhibition do not touch on the reality of
death, but rather the symbolic, theoretical and metaphorical notions of the
sense of death. The aim of the exhibition was to undo social conditioning and
open the topic for artistic expression.
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My work is seeking self through self-connecting, self-knowing and authenticity.
Last week my psychologist suggested I had succeeded in my relentless selfreflexive enquiry and resolved a self, yet, is that all there is? I consider this
Honours practice led research project to have reached a place of authenticity
without finality. Is anything ever truly finished? My exhibition To Build a Brain,
exits on my website, changes are inevitable over time. Markus Gabrielle in his
book Why the World Does Not Exist, argues that nothing, not even human
identity, has a single subjectivity.
I define New Realism as a combination of two tenets. Tenet one: we can
grasp things in themselves. That’s the sense that philosophers have
attached to the word ‘realism’ – as a theory of our access to how things
really are, so I hold on to that. My more radical approach is shown in
tenet two:, things in themselves do not belong to a single domain, ‘the
world’. So what I mean by New Realism is realism without the world.
Many philosophers would say that realism means we have immediate
access to the world [as it really is]; but I deny the existence of ‘the world’
in this particular sense. So it’s realism without a single reality
(Steinbauer, 2020, Para 15).
I exist in the reality of my body, which is not a single ‘domain’, it functions as
Deleuze suggests like a rhizomatic network in its ‘oneness’.
Lygia Clark is a relatively new connection with my work. She lived in Brazil from
1920 to 1988, she made performative art and innovatively invited the viewer
to take an active, participatory role. Toward the end of her artmaking life Lygia
created the ‘Therapies’, where participants engaged with ping pong balls in
plastic bags, sand and other sensory materials. Clark did not consider the
‘Therapies’ to be art. In the sense that nothing is ever finished or final, curator
Julia McCornack included a performative workshop referring to the ‘Therapies’
in a retrospective show she curated, ‘Lygia Clark: The Abandonment of Art,
1948–1988 at The Museum of Modern Art, New York (May 10–August 24,
2014)’ (McCornack et al, 2014, Para 27).
My community of practice I perceive as effective and relevant today may be

nothing more than past-tense tomorrow. My website exhibition at
jennyhickinbotham.com is organic participants share, discuss, copy, download.
My exhibition is not just a community of artworks sharing a narrative it’s a live
performance, Stories so Far as geologist Doreen Massey said of geological
places. (Massey, 2005) No beginning, no end, no direction.
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Figure 16 Lygia Clark’s
proposition Ping-Pong,
1966. Shown in use.
The objects are PingPong balls and a
plastic bag. Courtesy
Associação Cultural “O
Mundo de Lygia Clark,”
Rio de Janeiro.

Trauma Related Communities
The Community of Practice related to my lived experience of trauma includes
researchers and trauma practitioners like Bessel an der Kolk, Dr Stephen
Porges, Antonio Damasio, Markus Gabriel. Trauma therapy research, and my
psychologist led me to sensory trauma therapists such as the trauma yoga
teacher, singing teacher, equine and pet therapy daily dog walking/lying on
grass under sun. My NDIS package funded these activities. My community of
therapists, includes psychiatrist Dr Ward, psychologists Melas Khole and Jill
Birney each with their own unique contribution to my life and my work as an
artist.
This community are reflected in my works Getting on with Psychosis, the
narrative journal of my psychosis episode related to hearing the voice of my
psychiatrist during lead up to assessment last semester. Horse Sense, Mindfully
Horse about equine therapy and Trapped & Tangled a series of black and white
collage works featuring a therapist growing in stature and influence as the
decades pass.

Conclusion
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These research informings now structure the basis of my Master’s Research
and potential PhD which will ask the question: Can mental distress experience
such as stress and trauma be contained through self-awareness and healed
through introspection and insightful consciousness training? That the world of
medicine is changing will challenge many artistic expressive mediums and
contenders. Artist like Sadie Benning, Destiny Deakin, Vernon Ah Kee and
Gillian Wearing are already expressing these sentiments in their work.
The sad stigma and shame associated with owning and talking about emotions

will transcend. In his TEDx YouTube presentation, The Power of Mindsight, Dan
Siegel talks about teaching children to feel and acknowledge their emotions,
‘name it to tame it’, how their pre-frontal cortex supports connection through
relationships and how these relationships inform the development of
resilience (Siegel, 2009). Siegel’s work, like Damasio’s, is reflective of
neuroscience and Dr Stephen Porges Polyvagal Theory.
It may be disturbing to know that abuse can change our brains but don’t forget
that healing can change our brains too. Art, although politically challenged
through lack of support mechanisms, is highly engaged through expressive
people whose creative works are imbued with many aesthetic, pedagogic and
challenging intentions. My art works empower me, both as a means of selfexpression and as a means of shifting my emotional life from self to other.
Through my videos, my photo-collage works, sound art, song, and writing I am
able to know myself better, to express myself and to share my art, ideas and
culture with interested participants, viewers and practitioners.
Relationships are everything to humanity. At the end of first semester I felt like
I was going through a Rite of Passage. Building this Brain has in fact also Built
for me a Network of Relationships, theoretical, metaphorical and practical.
Relationships have never been easy for me yet through this Honours practice
led research project relationships have initiated my Brave New World.
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Addendum
When I write, I get intellectual; when I make art, I get sensory and I body bond.
Through-out this practice led Honours year of research this artist has spent
much time in introspection, in sensory therapies, in artmaking and selfexpression. At mid-year she felt entitled to a Rite of Passage, a growth
experience, a new beginning. Finally, the year is ending, assessment is looming
and she feels the warmth and capacity engendered by the community she has
earned a place within. Examination of this community through the writing of
the exegetical chapter, Community of Practice, highlights the fact that
community is rhizomatic, like Deleuze suggests. (2014)
Childhood communities, family, extended family, school were not safe places.
Relationships were exploitative, cruel, demeaning, controlling and based on
lies and exploitation. The undoing of that learning, that neuroplastic brainmapping, has taken 60 years of life, but the effective undoing has only
happened this year, when trust, self-reliance and authenticity have formed an
artistic identity beyond psychosis: Built a Brain.
Talking ‘between my ears’ (MacKenzie, 2020, Para 3) became an issue as the
time to leave my family approached, time to find my own way in the world
dawned. Safety was paramount, I couldn’t transcend, I got stuck.
Shakespeare’s female characters all spend time away from their family before
accepting marriage. This year I have experienced that rite of passage and
become a Shakespearean woman.
My final presentation, at jennyhickinbotham.com reflects much personal
growth. The presentation is liner, because that’s the nature of exploring a
website page. Although there are buttons to take the viewer to ABC Radio
where I was recorded reading a short Postcard to Victoria about my Granny.
(Parsons, 2020) On my Website Blog I wrote a piece about Get some Sense, Get
out of your Head, Save your Mental Health. Of course, ultimately the viewer is
free to move through the page(s) in any way they choose. Works for
assessment are all on the first Tab: 2nd Semester Finished Works and under
that Archive/Works in Progress. I chose to present my final exhibition on the
web because I find my website is capable of showcasing my works in a
reasonably interactive and immersive manner. Also, practically, I could not
present during the week of 7th December due to other commitments.
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The first video on my assessment page, 1950s Scientifically Endorsed Parental
Advice was also in my Trial Presentation, it’s about my childhood, also
reflecting my driving sense of curiosity and capacity to research. Two images
follow, two girls, one a baby swaddled from head to toe and the other a young
woman in a bed in a strait jacket. The text asks you to consider, ‘one thing
leads to another’. My mother breast fed me three hourly swaddled and left me
in my cot untouched between feeds.
Trapped and Tangled is a series of black and white collaged images using old
family photographs. Although I get older I remain trapped in my uncle’s attic,
where I was imprisoned while my parents travelled overseas in 1963 for many
months. This was a terrible time, my uncle insisted that I marry him so I would
then belong to him, forced by law to do anything he told me. My parents had
left me with our local Nuriootpa bank manager and his wife, my parents never
knew I was transferred to my uncle’s house. Trapped and Tangled attempts to
show how this experience stayed with me in nightmares, flashbacks, triggers as
the years passed, until this year I have metaphorically climbed down from the
attic via Rapunzel’s hair. A female figure/therapist supports from below.
Drawing upon fairy tales and childhood stories reflects the temporality of my
works, they were so abusive, untrue and cruel and yet hopeful. I think fairy
tales have a lot to answer for in our culture. Story seduces me, it’s
contradictory, it’s ambiguous, it’s emotionally and intellectually enticing.

Figure 2 Jennifer
Hickinbotham, 2020,
Trapped & Tangled. Collage
showing Jenny trapped in
the uncle's attic, while at
home with her family in
Camberwell.
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My video Chapter series, How DID Alice Escape from the Rabbit Hole? Can be
loud and confronting. The chapters are stories of my family life, my imaginings,
my survival strategies. This series takes place in my bedrooms, the first in
Barossa Valley where the window was up high and I could not see anything,
but I could hear. In Camberwell, the window was my source of terror as I
imagined the stranger who assaulted me in the local park breaking the glass
and stealing me away. The Burwood bedroom from where I was enticed into
the local park. Bedroom windows, became my Traumatised Eyes, reflecting my
earlier artwork of this title, which showcased photoshopped graffitied
paintings in a defiant gesture to my captors. The new chapter series reflects a
further capturing, like the uncle’s attic prison, my bedrooms have become the
prisons, the bedroom windows my eyes onto the world. Again, this chapter
series links to children’s stories reflecting the hyper-real absurdity of my own
childhood relationships and life experience. Story offered an imaginative
escape from the bedrooms.
Temporality is an essential element of my work, reflecting my therapeutic
process and my chosen sense of self-expression. Research is always at our
fingertips with the Internet, I read, reflected and wrote. I keep a Blog for
passionate issues as a means of filtering my thoughts. This Honours practice
led research period of self-reflection is grossly permeated with fantasy, illusion
and pictures created with multitudes of intentions, methods and materials.
Figure 3 Jennifer
Hickinbotham, 2020,
Traumatised Eyes
Slide 8, appropriated
from Bill Henson’s
Untitled 1995/6. My
caption reads, Don't
Touch ME! I don’t
want you to touch me.
The complexities of
seeing, of autonomy
and of agency are
compounded by
people who strip a
child of her capacity
to be curious and
discover these selfknowings.
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The Building of MY Brain, through this practice led research project has
approached my own life as a series of abusive encounters, self-imprisonments,
physical and metaphorical. Therapies, including new sensory yoga, singing,
equine, and moving beyond my abusive mother/daughter relationship, feeling
connected and safe, these are the experiences, past and present, which have
facilitated the Building of MY Brain.
While it’s disheartening to learn that abuse and trauma impact the
development of people's brains, remember that healing changes our brains
too. Neuroplsticity is an enlightenment of our time.
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